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Special Objects: 
 

Stars of the Sacred Chambers:  The stars of the sacred chambers are elements of special 
healing preserved for unique ethereal elements.  Only those trusted to the Crown, such 
as the Seers known as the Seekers of Light, are able to call upon them and elicit a 
prognosis for the current state of the enshrouded patients.  They usually cluster in 
corners and suspend themselves across the ceiling.  They are observers, protectors and 
instruments of healing.  These specially chosen novas are assigned with the honour to 
perform this special duty.  When called upon, they engage in protected activity to 
prepare for the initiation of the healing process. These were the sacred chambers where 
Queen Xylīa and King Naĭsaph were brought to when they succumbed to an ethereal 
slumber after their use of their crowns to quell the insurrection in the dungeons. 
 
Crown of Stars:  Are an adornment of special stars positioned usually side by side until 
the circle is complete.  These sorts of crowns do not make contact with the wearers 
head, and are used to transmit knowledge and bestow healing upon its wearer. 

a.  Naīphīel:  He possessed a dual crown of stars which he especially adorned 
while in the Udharīan royal palace's sacred chambers of healing.  They are able to 
interact with others stars external of these protective quarters.  In the matter of healing, 
they communicated with the stars of the mystical chariot, for light was sacred.  Within 



 

this encapsulated bounty was the secret to an alchemic rhythm, perhaps a reflection of 
the firmament upon which the Kingdom of Udharīa was built upon. 

b.  Nuraī:  After she became wed to Prince Thauses, her bond with him could 
only lead her to discover more about her lineage.  Princess Nuraī was born in the World 
of Ubraeĭ, yet she would one day be adorned with a dual crown of stars.  The stars for 
this newly anointed princess, now of two thrones originated from the firmament.  She 
would stand in amazement.  It was here that Prince Thauses had mistaken their 
inclination towards his bonded mate as an offense though it was she who quickly 
corrected him.  The firmament did not judge, and neither did the stars contained within 
it and the macrocosm of the cosmic expanse.   Princess Nuraī referred to them as stars 
of discernment.  They too awaited to serve at the command of its master. 

c.  Queen Raī and King Vhileum:  The assigned stars from the healing chambers 
of the Udharīan royal palace descend and crown them.  This takes place after the queen 
and king fall into an ethereal slumber after quelling a rebellion in the dungeons.  The 
king-regent, Ganev and his bonded mate queen-regent, Muraeth who accepted the 
temporary duty to rule in their stead hold the regular crowns in their possession.  Due to 
their reverence of the Crown and their respect for their kingdom-world, they never 
adorn their heads with these crowns.  However, the cosmic crowns that settle 
themselves above Rai and Vhileum after they awaken only re-confirm their right to 
assume the Udharīan thrones once more.  This after Princess Eleyanra and Prince 
Aueneiss, their daughter and son, are proven to be unworthy and unfit as next in line to 
assume the thrones.  It will be revealed that a new heir-apparent will be given her place 
with her bonded mate prince, with the recognition of the People of the Stars and under 
the authority of Queen Raī and King Vhileum. 
 
Wheels of the Mystical Chariot:  The mystical chariot is the official transport of the 
(X)ūpraethī prince and princess.  It is comprised of an opening, décor, an elaborate rim 
and interior and special wheels.  All of which were the original fixtures when discovered 
in the sealed invisible layer of the lower level of Aeteshara and Euphranaĭ's abode.  
Within each wheel are multiple clusters of novas.  Had the casual spectator observed, it 
would appear to be in sealed encapsulation. Some of these stars can be released.  Those 
that remain can be used to purify the guilty before the accused is to encounter his or 
her ultimate demise.  They can still turn even when the chariot has stopped moving.  
The wheels may separate themselves from the body of the chariot without the 
(X)ūpraethī prince or princess calling upon it to do so.  Also contained within these 
wheels are crystal waters which have the ability to heal.  Sages and masters of the 
Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth have speculated that their ability may have derived from a 
similar gift as the suspended stars within the sacred chambers of the Udharīan royal 
palace.  As they churned, she could see the shadows, arguably the remaining evidence 
of those small quavers, were still outlined by the scant cast of light.  Though this chariot 
was uncovered within the unseen of Nuraī's parent's home in the world of Ubraeĭ, a 
peculiar characteristic of the wheels reflected that one of its masters originally hailed 
from The Kingdom of Udharīa.  She would be acknowledged as one of the People of the 
Stars. 
 



 

Encapsulated (Contained) Waters:  The encapsulated waters originate from the New Sun 
which now supports and nourishes the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth. However, they venture 
into the wheels of the mystical chariot at times. These waters are not for cleansing of 
the stars, for the light of the stars provide their own form of purification.  However, they 
are part of an internal alchemy within the chariot's wheel.  They are commanded by 
Prince Thauses and Princess Nuraī.  This pocket of crystal waters often settles itself on 
the princess' shoulders.  They are cognizant of their surroundings and have the innate 
ability to protect its guardians.  Princess Nuraī has a special relationship with this pocket 
of waters and questions it with sincerity and compassion.  Yet these waters are strong 
and are aware that they are created to fulfill specific duties as assigned. 
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